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If you have corrections contact us at: Office:

707.826.3271 | Fax: 707.826.5921 or E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu

Soccer Videos and Slideshow
In the “Flame On” spread the top left photo was not captioned
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Send Letters to the

This is your omngener:
Be a part ot it.

Editor, guest columns, story ideas, press releases, general opinions, and
corrections to: Office: 707.826.3271 | Fax: 707.826.5921 | Calendar:
lumberjack.calendar@gmail.com. | Opinion: lumberjack.opinion@gmail.com. Feel free to stop by the
office in Gist Hall Room 227 at Humboldt State University, 1 Harpst Street, Arcata, CA, 95521

Advertising
For advertising rates or to reserve

ad space, contact the Lumberjack Advertising Department:
Office: 707.826.3259 « Fax: 707.826.5921 « E-mail: LINPads@humboldt.edu

Mission Statement

We strive to act as a watchdog of those instituting policy that affects students and their surrounding
communities. We are a newspaper for students, by students. Our goals are honesty, accuracy,- and
originality in reporting. We will hold ourselves accountable for errors in our reporting. We invite all
readers to participate.

Disclaimer

The Lumberjack is a member of the California College Media Association. The Lumberjack is printed
on recycled paper and published Wednesdays during the school year. Questions regarding editorial
content of the Lumberjack should be directed toward its Editor. Opinions expressed by guest
columnists are not necessarily those of HSU. Advertising material is published for informational
purposes and is not constructed as an expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial ventures by the Lumberjack, Associated Students, or HSU. The views and content of
the Lumberjack are those of the author and not necessarily HSU. One copy of the Lumberjack is
provided free of charge to all community members.

correctly, it should have read:

:

Tracie Lotus of Ashville, N.C., made the trip to Arcata, Calif., for the

E

Fifth Annual Female Flame Off.
In the same spread, Nichole Parada should have been credited for
the story and photos.
Competition was misspelled on the cover.

The top picture in the “Wildlife” story should have been credited to
Catherine Wong.
Samoa was misspelled in the photo credit for the “Pulp Mill” story.
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Associated Students
Wants YOU

to Register to Vote

Need a car?
°Over 150 new and used cars

° Largest used car selection in all of
Humboldt County
° Special Discounts for students when you
mention this ad!
Don't forget to ask for Antoine!

Antoine Johnson
Sales Consultant

925.207.4180 [Cell]

Melissa Coleman
As the Nov. 2 election approaches, the 15-day cutoff to register to vote draws near. Associated Students
wants 800 HSU students to register before it is too late.
The California State Student Association (CSSA) represents every student association in the CSU
system, including Humboldt’s Associated Students. The CSSA and the UC counterpart, the University of
California Student Association (UCSA), set a goal to register 60,000 CSU and UC students before Oct. 18,
roughly 10 percent of the students in state schools. HSU’s goal is to register 800 students, about 10 percent
of the student population of HSU.
November’s election will decide California’s new governor, as well as US, state, and local
representatives. There are also nine ballot measures, including one that would legalize marijuana in
California (Proposition

19.)

In the 2006 California gubernatorial election, 25 percent of eligible 18- to 29-year-old voters cast ballots.
Rock the Vote, a non-profit organization focused on young voters, says that young voters in California
tipped the election toward incumbent Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Aaron Guerrero, the CSSA representative at HSU, said, “We want to make sure our population is
being represented. Candidates talk more about senior citizens than [about] young people, which is really
depressing.”

Associated Students Legislative Vice “” We want to make sure our

President Aaron Wilyer said that 630
students were registered as of Oct.

1S being

population

represen tes {h

¢ Aavou

Croeeern

12, just 170 short of the goal. UCSA
Administrative Assistant Michiele Roderick says, in comparison, about one-third of students (21,000)

statewide have registered.
Associated Student representatives and political groups on campus table on the quad every day. “We
should be able to reach the goal and are hoping to exceed it,” said Wilyer. “Students who need to register
but have been too lazy to do it are our final hope.”
Every athletic program required players to register to vote through Associated Students. Sophomore
softball player Courtney Hiatt registered to vote last week. “Our coach had our whole team register,” she
says.
If Associated Students reaches its goal, HSU will receive grant money from the “Made in the CSU”
program, part of the CSSA. Also, Associated Students will award a pizza party to the residence hall with
the highest percentage of newly registered students.
Students can register in the Associated Students office in the UC building, throughout the day in the
quad, or in the Jolly Giant Cafeteria from 5-8 p.m. before Oct. 18.
Melissa Coleman ma

be contacted

at thejack@humboldt.edu

Register to vote online: http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_

een

Register on campus in the Associated Students office in the UC

ee

<

building or in the J dining hall from 5-8 p.m.
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G6 GT
54K Miles

2008 Ford
Focus
38K Miles

$10,999

$11,499

2007

Pontiac

707.443.7311

r today!
Call me

ajohnson@harpermotors.com

Sonia R.

éa
Bautista,

DMD

Inc.

Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning

Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
Emergency Care
Oral Conscious Sedation

New Patients
We Cater to
Welcome
Cowards
1225 B St. (2 Blocks from HSU) 822.5105

(™\ Back Pain? Neck Pain?_,
Headaches?

C

We Can Help

Humboldt Back & Neck

Pain Center
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors
Ask About Our 30% Student Discount

1781 Central Avenue McKinleyville, CA

839-6300
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Associated Students wants to make sure you are registered to vote for November!

|

9 October

The last day to sgiste to vote is

has a goal to
day and in the

7

18th and Associated Students

vote! Look for us in the quad during the
“J” during the evenings. You can also register at the Associated Students

Office in the University Center underneath the HSU Bookstore from

EE

eet

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Voter Registration Information is available at:

5

RIESE
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www.humboldt.edu/associatedstudents

Associated Students
| University Center South Lounge |www.humboldt.edu/ associatedstudents

707.826.4221

ARE YOU A STUDENT IN EDUCATION, NURSING, PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL WORK?
Earn a half credit while attending these seminars!
(To recieve credit, the student must attend both Friday and Saturday Sessions)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2010
8:00 AM - 4:00 PM

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2010
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Moderated

ADVANCE IN THE INTERGRATED
BEUANIGREL PROKE Sac Ane Lea alias

TEN THINGS EVERY PARENT NEEDS TO
KNOW ABOUT LEARNING DISABILITIES
An Evening

Fi

4

with Deborah

Bell, MD and

A Day-Long Discussion Moderated by Norman
Lesley Manson, PsyD

by Ted Humphry, MD

DISABILITIES

Waber, PH. D

For Parents, Students and Professionals

For Students and Professionals

HUMBOLDT BAY AQUATIC CENTER.

HUMBOLDT BAY AQUATIC CENTER,

L

ING;

921 WATERFRONT DRIVE , EUREKA ,CA95501

921 WATERFRONT DRIVE, EUREKA ,CA95501

Presentations

By:

Richard Goldwasser, MD
Deborah Waber, PhD
Ronald Braunstein, MD

- Panel

Question

and

Answer

Discussion

With:

Dr. Braunstein, Dr. Goldwasser, Dr. Waber

Moderated by Norman

Bell, MD

and Lesley Manson, PsyD

REGISTRATION FEE FOR STUDENTS IS $50, CREDIT FEE IS $23 [CREDIT FEE DUE AT CONFERENCE]
For more information or registration, go to http://www.opendoorhealthcom/conference or contact Jana Gilbert at jgilbert@opendoorhealthcom or 826.8633 x 5143

SPONSORED BY: OPEN DOOR COMMUNITY

HEALTH CENTERS
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Arcata Says No
to Columbus Day
Indigenous Peoples Week Celebrated At HSU

SESH

es

1492, Christopher Columbus set foot on the island that is

——

SARTRE

IE

On the second Monday of every October, many people
in the US celebrate Columbus Day: the day when, in

DEE

Adrian W. Emery

tr

now San Salvador.
He did not discover America.
“It’s offensive to have a national holiday in Christopher
Columbus’ honor,” said Mona Mazzotti.
Mazzotti helps to organize and publicize the events
of Indigenous Peoples Week. Beginning Monday with
a keynote speech from Chief Oren Lyons, Indigenous
Peoples Week celebrates the people who lived in the
Americas before Columbus ever saw a ship.

ge,

Columbus returned to the islands of San Salvador

ae

hen hehe leftleft, not
some
after first settingg foot fot there. When
ne y years afte

UT

a single native inhabitant of the island remained alive.
This was the first in a long string of encounters between
ee
le
.
Europeans and American Indians that ended with
Europeans killing, enslaving, or forcing the relocation of American Indians.
The city of Arcata does not recognize Columbus Day as a holiday. Along with other cities in North and
South America, Arcata celebrates Indigenous Peoples Week. Mazzotti explained that people occupied
the Americas before Europeans arrived. “We didn’t used to have borders,” said Mazzotti. “Now, we do.”
In his keynote speech, Lyons told a story about encountering a group of youngsters on his front porch.
“They said, ‘We want to stay here. We want to stay here with you. We want to be Indians.” I said, “It’s

Se
Na
ST

really no fun.’”
Lyons spoke about the Doctrine of Discovery, laws enacted in the United States to allow European

settlers to take over the lands where the native people lived. Present day laws in the United States still
treat American Indian nations as separate, and the Doctrine of Discovery still holds sway.
“Injustice today, in this time, in these days, we really need each other so much. We’re really going to
be battling on the hardest lines you’ve ever seen,” said Lyons in his speech.
Events for Indigenous Peoples Week will continue all over campus though Saturday. Thursday
promises to be the most active. At noon, drummers and dancers will appear on the Quad. At | p.m.,

Brittany Britton, an HSU student, will lead a discussion in the Goodwin Forum called “Indians In

Space,” which deals with the attitudes toward colonizing space. Native American Studies Department

Chair Marlon Sherman will screen the film “Reel Injuns” in BSS 162, which is about the Hollywood

depiction of indigenous people. Saturday will wrap up Indigenous People’s Week with an American
Indian alumni barbecue at the Multicultural Center.
The drumming and dancing on the quad will be open to everyone and audible from a distance. Mazzotti
said, “If people can’t come to the workshops or lectures, they can still get a taste.”

Adrian W. Emery may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu

.
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Wednesday:

5 pm ¢ Native American Community Reception
and Indigenous Peoples Regalia Show * Kate
Buchanan Room

7
.
.
aes
Noon * Drumming and Dancing * On The Quad
| PM
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We're

happy

to

anhounce
Arcata’s new
fine-art tattoo

studio.
Tattooing by
Tom Harley, BA
in Studio Art
from

HSU

and

25 years tattooing professionally.
Piercing

by

Brandy Link, :

« Indians in Space discussion * Goodwin

7

.

.

6 pm ° Reel Injuns screening * BSS
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HSU American Indian Alumni
Multicultural Center

162

.
Barbecue

(707)822-100:
Portfolio at www.facebook.comitiharley762
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HSU alumnus seeks to change campus landscaping

TACT SR,

NNER ERNST

Melissa Coleman
Some students come to HSU to get as far away
Kokesh says that HSU chooses to plant nonfrom Southern California as possible. But, if they
native plants for aesthetic reasons. “Our rationale
take a look outside on campus, those students will
is that HSU adjoins heavily forested areas where
see plants that remind them of home.
everyone can enjoy all the native vegetation you
"Soon, it will be hard to tell the campus apart
could ever want to see. Our coastal climate opens
from Northridge," HSU graduate Pete Haggard
the door to an incredible variety of plants that can
says. Haggard received a degree in wildlife
thrive from throughout the world,” he says.
management in 1970 and has lived in Arcata for
However, some non-native plants are invasive
almost 40 years. He
and can damage the
works with local
“Soon, it will be hard to tell th : environment. Hansis
groups such as the
says, “They can take
Native Plant Society
over where a number
-Pete Haggardand the Humboldt
of native plants can
Botanical Gardens.
exist. They:do not
Haggard says that
provide the diversity
HSU's landscaping at the south end of campus
of habitat for native species.”
does not reflect the local environment. "We have
English ivy, which is native to parts of Europe,
natural evergreens and redwoods here, but in the
Africa, and Asia, is a common non-native plant on
last 10 years, it's been changing," he sa¥g
campus. “Ivy was easy to spread,” says Hansis.
south end of campus, you see strip ma
“But, it can make trees fall over and is a good
Haggard uses the new College Cre
hiding spot for rats.”
as a main example. The landscape su
‘Hansis says most of the plants on the hill behind
stucco buildings features ornamental nonthe Natural Resources building are non-native.
‘hawthorn trees and an artificial turf soccer
“It’s been a sore spot for faculty. Those plants
HSU environmental science professor
really should not be there.”
Hansis says, "They could have done sub
How can the campus improve? “I'd like to @
better." However, the university did not coms ult
lawns removed,” Hansis says. “The space could
faculty or students on building plans for the
_
be used by native species.” He says his students
apartments since they are not academic buildings.
sometimes do senior projects that involve planting
Haggard does not see that as an excuse and cites
more native species on campus.
the 1982 HSU Landscape Master Plan by Thomas
“Several times we have worked with capstone
J. Gallagher, which says, "Principles from the
course students and their projects and have
created plots of native vegetation and have, in the
schools and departments throughout the university
process, reclaimed specific areas of the campus
should influence campus design and management."
from English Ivy invasion,” Kokesh says. “I
“None of that seems to be true anymore,”
look forward to future projects that incorporate
Haggard says. “The only way to change this is
native vegetation, but I think most people equally
with faculty support.”
appreciate the diversity with which this campus is
Plant Operations grounds manager Doug Kokesh
blessed.”
says that he and three gardening specialists hired
Haggard wrote a letter expressing his concerns
by HSU generally decide plants go in small areas
and plans to talk to HSU President Rollin
on campus.
Richmond about them. He already talked to
“Larger scale projects, such as... the College
departments
in the natural resources fields. “I’m
Creek Housing Project, are designed by universityjust a product of this university,” he says.
retained or contracted landscape architects through
HSU’s Facilities Planning and Design,” he said.

campus apart from Northridge.

Melissa Coleman may

be contacted

at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Duckbills For Restoration:
An Alternative Method of Anchoring
Large Woody Debris

EASY!
REFUND

CHECKS
All other

No
Bring

Erik McCurdy Shapley

OK!

types

BANK

too!

LINES!

*New coin service:
in your change for dollars!

Open
Monday-Saturday

*10-6

1102 5th Street
Eureka ° 445.9022

BLUE LAKE ,
CASINO

Guest Writer
On Saturday Oct. 7, the non-profit Humboldt
Fish Action Council (HFAC) hosted a volunteer

restoration project. Volunteers worked on a section
of the McCready Gulch tributary of Freshwater
Creek, one of Humboldt Bay’s largest watersheds.
Humboldt State’s Natural Resources Club showed up
with the manpower.
The Natural Resources Club volunteers
in community projects almost every Saturday.
Humboldt Fish Action Council Executive Director
Doug Kelly realized this in the early ‘90s, and the
HFAC has been coordinating with them ever since.
Kelly provides breakfast and lunch in addition
to networking and the hands-on experience these

students get from HFAC volunteer work projects.

@HOTEL

Non-smoking)
hotel] onsite!)
Junior & Deluxe Suites » 24/7 Room Service
Free Wi-Fi * Pool & Spa * In-Room Coffee
On Demand Movies ¢ Valet Parking
Gas Station & Grocery Store on site
Free live music on weekends ° MNF on big screen
Karaoke every Sunday and
Thursday at 8pm 21 & over

Win a 32” Flat Screen TV during
every Monday Night Football game!

Tonight! 10/13: SYNRGY

“I’m training students who would never have

this experience by just going to HSU. I provide real
training, and I’ve helped three, four, maybe five
students get jobs at Caltrans and other environmental
organizations,” said Kelly.
Saturday’s project was notable for the
groundbreaking restoration methods the all-volunteer
team used. Volunteers plant large wooden debris in
the stream to create spawning pools for the coho,

chinook, and steelhead salmon that run in Freshwater
Creek.

Jaclyn Inkster is president of the Natural
Resources Club at HSU. She said, “This is the type
of work I really want to do with my degree.”

Here’s how it works: volunteers insert a log
into the stream at an angle that creates a scouring
effect as water flows under and around it. The
stream churns the silt and sediment at the base of
the log to create a deep, cold pool. This provides a
place for adult fish to rest on their way to spawn. If
adults don’t have a place to rest in these streams,

the journey from the ocean to freshwater spawning
grounds becomes a grueling gauntlet for survival.
The fish simply won’t make it far enough upstream.
Years of intensive logging contaminated the
McCready Gulch tributary of Freshwater Creek with
immense amounts of silt and sediment. Too much silt
is detrimental to fish habitats.
The deep pools provide safe environments for
eggs to develop and a place for juveniles to escape
predators and warm temperatures. The churning
effect also works to clear the stream of unwanted
sediment.

qa
Plus, 25¢ Chicken Wings
and °8 Beer Pitchers
WWW.BLUELAKECASINO.COM « 1-877-BLC-2WIN

Restoration volunteers used a method this year
that had never been used. The team used Duckbill
earth anchors instead of large boulders to secure the
wood to the bank.
Unfortunately, installing these structures isn’t
fish-friendly.

The conventional method requires logs to be
anchored down with boulders.
This entails purchasing boulders from a
quarry at $18 per ton, trucking the boulders to the
restoration site, renting an excavator to move the
boulders to their proper positions, and attaching steel
cables from the logs to the rocks.
This method is very expensive and labor
intensive, and it leaves a major impact on the
environment. On just one of these structures at
the ongoing Salmon Creek restoration project
at Humboldt Bay Wildlife Refuge, over a dozen
boulders ranging from two to four tons each were
needed to secure two large logs. Nine of these
structures are being built for that project, each
consisting of two to four logs.
The Duckbill anchoring system could be
the alternative for which ecologists have waited.
Lightweight, affordable, and extremely efficient,
the Duckbill acts like a toggle bolt in the soil. The
anchor is driven into the ground with a hammer and
steel rod, which eliminates the need to dig holes or
disrupt the soil. In fact, the soil is actually compacted

around the anchor as it is driven into the earth.
At the McCready Gulch restoration site, the
Duckbills, which can each hold 3,000 pounds of
pressure, were driven eight feet into the bank.
Once the Duckbill is deep enough and the driving
rod comes out, an upward pull on the steel cable
connected to the anchor head rotates the Duckbill
into a perpendicular, locked position in undisturbed
soil.

“If this is successful, this method could end up
in the Manual,” said Kelly, referring to the California
Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual.
“There are situations where you can’t bring in
excavators and boulders, but they still would benefit
from some large woody debris. In those backwoodstype situations, you can bring in the Duckbills and do
it all by hand.”
The McCready Gulch restoration project is
really just an experiment. But, if it is successful,
it could provide an ecologically sound alternative
to the conventional method of large woody debris
installation.
The idea behind these restoration efforts is to
preserve and heal vulnerable natural ecosystems.
Bringing in excavators, mining and transporting
countless tons of rock, digging into stream banks,
and using fossil fuels all along the way goes against
the whole principle of the effort -- to restore the
ecosystem, and in turn, to restore the planet. The
Duckbill anchors just might be the answer io
ecological prayers.
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Six Rivers Planned Parenthood Outreach

Rethink

at Humboldt State University
Tuesdays: 12:30pm - 3:30pm Student Health
Center

Before You Recycle

Thursdays: 5:00pm - 7:00pm in the
“J” Mezzanine Level, Agate Rooms A&B

Chlamydia Testing [Urine Test]
° HIV testing [Finger poke, results in 10 minutes]
© Condoms, lube, spermicide and other supplies
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Anthony Barstow
Recycling is easy. If something is recyclable, you
put it in a bin and put the bin on the curb. Knowing
what to recycle may not be so easy.
“There needs to be a clearer definition of what is
recyclable and what is not,” says Travis Lockwood, a
Humboldt State English major. “A soup can is made
of metal. It’s kind of like a soda can, but it’s not a
soda can. Is it recyclable?”
The soup can is, but plenty of non-recyclable items,
like bottle caps and glass shards, end up in curbside recycling bins.
Confusion over what is and what is not recyclable
is common. Even those who know the rules may not be
aware of all the technicalities.
For instance, you can recycle a beer bottle, but
if that bottle breaks, it becomes non-recyclable.
Recycling facilities sort glass by color. When different

° Oral contraceptives [The Pill]
© Depo-Provera [The Shot]

NOOnaee

© Emergency Contraception [Plan B]

Men and Women

© Ortho-Evra [The Patch]
° Nuva Ring

° Pregnancy testing & options information

www.wildwood.ws

C
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bottles break, the colors mix together in shards that are

too small to separate.
But, the real problem is aseptic packaging -- the
kind of packaging companies use for soy milk and
soup.
Aseptic packages contain thin layers of different
types of plastic. In order to recycle these packages,
sorters at the recycling plant must first separate out
each type of plastic.
Sophie Lagace teaches solid waste management
in the engineering department at Humboldt State
University. She says that most facilities no longer take
aseptic packages.
The energy and cost of separating the plastics outweighs the worth of the final recycled product, says
Lagace.
The Samoa Processing Facility, which sorts
Arcata’s recyclables, does not accept aseptic packaging.
Still, soy milk containers end up in curbside recycling bins. Each item that ends up in the wrong place
means another item that a worker at the facility has to
sort.
More than that, Lagace says, “Every time we put
the wrong thing in the bin, we add a little to the cost
of recycling.”
If an item that would otherwise be recyclable be-

comes too expensive to process, recycling facilities

ial

3

%

J

Ls

Diana Ortamond, a senior wildlife and
rangeland major, empties the campus recycling
near Music Building A. She puts up with more
than just the smell; she works around ash-covered
containers from smoking areas and bikes chained
to rubbish bins.<> Preston Drake-Hillyard

recycle:

Juice boxes and soy milk boxes
Paper mille and juice cartons
Egg cartons
synaasl moh
Plastic bags
Metal halide and sodium vapor bulbs

-Ricos Tacos:
Taqueria

|

686 F Street, Suite D, Agsate CA 95521

Now Open Sundays
will stop accepting it. If they continue to receive the
item, it goes to the landfill. Aseptic packages end up
in the landfill.
Manufacturers use aseptic packages because the
materials are light and easy to transport but also because the material can take just about any shape a manufacturer desires, Lagace says.

“We see a lot of things in squares now that we used

to see in cylindrical can.”
And, while the can is recyclable, the box is easier
to ship out to stores and arrange on shelves.

Items you can NOT

|

Manufacturers will continue to use aseptic packages as long they are cost effective, which leaves consumers with few options.
But, Lagace has a suggestion. “Go to the farmer’s
market. Make soup at home.”

Anthony Barstow may be

contacted at thejack@

humboldt.edu
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Monday - Sunday
9AM - 9PM
Family Atmosphere
Dine [n or Carry Out
Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com
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Stephanie Giles
favorite songs. Trent
Bumping techno beats and blinding strobe lights
the dance. “This is
pulsed out of the Kate Buchanan Room. Excited stuqueer
space. It’s up
dents donned flashy monster costumes and glittery
said as he did a spin
makeup and danced like it was high school homecoming.
44
gis
de
These
students
were at Humboldt
State
University’s
HOMOcoming, one
- Trent Yuhaf of the many events

Yuhaf, a student at HSU, enjoyed
a really great way of providing
to the people to utilize it,” Yuhaf
during a Lady GaGa song.
Organizers decorated the room for
Halloween: streamers, sparkly pumpkin
confetti,
and
black and
orange
balloons
littered
the floor. Student
Camille Riley, who also danced to the techno versions
of Lady GaGa said, “It’s a rad set up! It’s always nice
when people are dancing on campus.”
QSU hosts events to support the queer community throughout the year; coming up are National
Coming-Out Day on Monday, Oct. 11, and the Queer
Film Festival that will take place later this year.
HOMOcoming provided a supportive environment and
gave students in the queerecommunity a chance to have
some fun.

This is a really great way of
providing queer space. It’s yp to the
people to utilize it.

the Queer Student
Union
(QSU)_
or-

ganizes every year to show support for HSU’s queer
community.
Maureen Walsh, a member of the Family Housing
Council, a Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender
support network, said that holding an event like this
‘tis a good recourse for students to hang out with others
who have the same identity.”
Students from the gay community came to
HOMOcoming to be themselves and dance. The students

danced

enthusiastically

with

booty-pops,

hip-

shaking, and raised arms while they cheered for their
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Stephanie Giles may be

contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu

1644 G Street,

Arcata

CA

786 9th Street,

Arcata

CA

822.1965 BloisPi ik Stop!

822.0414

REGULAR HOURS:
SUN.8-10, MON. 8-11
TUE THROUGH
THUR 8-12
FRI. AND SAT.8-1:30

PIT STOP
.
uo oR: FRI
Voor

If we dont hawe it,
well arden it!
Alumni Owned and Operated
C

OTES RES

E DRINKING

ITS.

Top: The lizard costume didn’t seem to
phase HOMOcoming dancers. Right: Two
HOMOcoming attendees booty-pop to Lady
GaGa. HOMOcoming took place Friday, Oct. 8 in
the Kate Buchanan Room and lasted from 8 p.m.
to midnight. <> Stephanie Giles

boils.
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Dance To The Beat of Daedelus
Allison Mayoral

Alfred Darlington, better known as Daedelus, is more of a one-man band than a DJ. He doesn’t walk around

with a bass drum on his back, cymbals strapped to his knees, a guitar around his shoulders, or a harmonica nestled around his neck. Instead, he uses computers and a Monome. A Monome is a small box with LED buttons. A
button can trigger a music sample or a loop from a computer that turns a jumble of sounds into music. With the
touch of a button, Darlington can get you up on your feet and make you sway your body to his electronic beat.
Darlington will perform at the Arcata Theatre Lounge this Saturday (10/16) along with The Gaslamp Killer,
12th Planet, and Teebs. The Lumberjack asked him a few questions. Here are his responses.
Q. How would you describe the sound you make?

A. Hopefully romantic music for love and loss, and sometimes the noisy stuff
your stomach makes with heartache --on good days-- with beats.
Q. When did you

first start performing?

A. Awkwardly at seven years old on clarinet, more confidently a few years
after that, but only just [recently]. Electronic music is a wonderful freedom, but
still quite nerdy; don’t let any superstar DJ tell you otherwise... they’d be lying
from behind their sunglasses.
Q. Was there a defining moment in your life that led you to become a DJ?
What was it?

A. | was greatly impacted by some chance sounds heard at a tender age. The
first time [hearing] John Barry’s James Bond film soundtrack to “You Only Live

Twice,” a questionable film, but those strings! And, then later, visiting London,
hearing pirate radio, and all the crazy chatter along with it, it was exhilarating!
Photo courtesy of
Daedelus

Q. What is the inspiration behind Daedelus, the name you perform under?

A. Daedalus is myth and legend, greatest inventor of his ancient age, cunning
worker, and tragic figure. What more could you ask for inspiration to make music?
As Daedelus, | like to borrow into some of that mythology without any loss of life.

QO. What is the process of writing music? Do you start with one beat and go from there, or do you envision
this epic sound? What about song titles?

A. Sometimes composition is like painting with different additions and shading; other times like sculpting
with reducing the material until the true form is shown complete. Then again, it’s music after all, and you just sit
at a piano or whatever, and it'll just play its own melody for you if you’re lucky. Song titles on the other hand
don’t produce themselves nearly so easily. That’s like pulling teeth at times, but like dentistry, if you don’t do it,
you'll pay a price...
Q. Your shows can get rowdy. How do you prepare for shows?

A. First things first, preparation is two parts perspiration and one part no-expectation. Might be too much
-ation, but really truly, a blank slate is the easiest to write upon, and I try to be open to wherever the night takes
us. Lately, it has gotten a little rambunctious, and I’d imagine with GLK [Gaslamp Killer] and friends it'll be that
much more so, but then again, I'll stay in the present to what this evening holds.

pooky

uds & decor

Q. Are there any modern acts you admire right now?

A. | could not ask for a better group of people to tour with. As much as we have similar roots in Los Angeles
and the music scene therein, that is no guarantee of greatness, but I’m a fan of each and all.
Q. Have you ever been to Humboldt before?

Capes, costumes, boas, seaquined

A. Last time was pretty insane, | must say. I can only hope for the same or greater!

tops, western looks, furs and
leopard prints, even pink suede

QO. If you weren't making music, what would you be doing with your life?
A. I'd be dead.

Allison Mayoral

may b

contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu

| Who:

Daedelus,

Gaslamp Killer,
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12th

When: Saturday October
Doors at 9 p.m.
Paar lalem
How

Planet

and

high heeled boots.
Get down, get funky with
something eerily perfect for your
costume from the Hospice Shop
this Halloween.

THE ff HOSPICE

|6

1op/

ON 7-15

6th & H Streets, Arcata

Much: $15
Open

826-2545
Mon-Fri 10am-5:30pm,
Sat. 10am-5pm
Donations accepted Mon-Sat

Furniture pick-up available

12.
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A red and black crystal mask watches from the back wall of Arcata Artisans as people

—_ using

wander around the plaza, in and out of shops, admiring sculptures, paintings, jewelry,

on Shi

glass-blown candle holders, pottery, and other forms of art presented by local artists.

el KT hag

Lights shine down

the Arcata Plaza as people bustle around and walk from shop to

Joyc

shop. Each shop displays distinctive pieces of art from this months featured artists of

They’

Arts! Arcata. This event takes place on the second Friday of every month in the Arcata
Plaza, involves participating local businesses and lasts from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Featured
artists present their art, answer questions, and talk about their inspirations.

Jonte
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and be
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As they stroll up and down

the plaza.Arcata citizens enjoy bread, cheese, and wine and

appreciate all forms of art presented.

ie

Stephanie King Hoffman is creator of Hoffman Designs Pottery and an employee at
;

An

aT

Caravan & Dreams."
think Arts! Arcata is a good, safe community event that happens
;
every month so people can plan and come out as a family to experience the cultural art
s
presented, she says, as she watches the event through the front window of the shop.

7
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Arcata Artisans, an art store on H Street in the plaza, is host to 30 participating artists
who sell their art and take turns working for the shop. Every month they have two or
three featured artists.
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Susan Morton, one of Arcata Artisans’ featured artists, presented her watercolor
paintings

of nature

scenes, forest

scenes, animals

in their

natural

habitats, and

her

aay
hemp-

blown glass collection, which has 24-karat gold blown into it.
Morton

presented

her

art at Arcata Artisans for six years. She says her inspiration is

the quality of light. Morton
the

ceiling

lights and

holds her hemp-blown glass tea-light candle holder up to

watches

the gold

sparkle

through.

She

says,"‘l

can

be

inspired

light-wood

table

with

crooked

tree-branch

legs stands

by

Kyle

rocks,
in the

corner

of

ee

Arcata Artisans. Zak Shea built the piece. Shea uses pieces of scrap wood and metal and
transforms them into works of art He gets his inspiration from nature. He says.""l enjoy
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using something that was going to be thrown away and putting a painting on it.” A sign

cla
gies

on Shea's table reads,**| reuse wood
ela

2p to
ts of
Arcata
red

Joyce Jonte says that the models for her paintings “‘feel like they are getting a massage.
They're being pampered, and it makes them feel beautiful. It's a special experience.”
Jonte is a member of the Arcata Life Drawing Circle that meets in the Stewart School
Building. She uses watercolor, acrylic paints, and colored pencils to capture the elegance
and beauty of the nude models with their smooth skin and flowing hair. She says that
figure drawing teaches you that all bodies are beautiful, and she “really enjoy[s] making
‘
Pm
art, which | think shows in my work. It's art to be honored, and it’s lovely when people
Bley olnsla niece om
_—
Following the music of the Dogbones jazz band who performed inside Garden Gate,
giant circular paintings by featured artist Michael Gonzalez hang from the ceiling. He
knew he wanted to be an artist when he was in the second grade and now focuses on
implicating beauty and a calm in his art. His inspiration is to “bring you into a mindset
— that you have never experienced, the diversity of ideas to act and care for the planet.”
The painting seen at the front of the store, on one side, shows nine birds searching
for peace and love, while on the other side are nine fish, also searching for peace and
happiness.
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Featured artist Kelley Kyle presented her work in Arcata Exchange.*'l am inspired
by the natural world, streamlined forms, and aerodynamics, and fish are the ultimate
pe
shape. Kyle says about her fish sculptures, which elegantly dangle from the
ceiling.
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Kyle's fish
rocks, gems,
“fascinating
out how to
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and metal to invent new forms that emulate natural
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sculptures contain aluminum and copper wiring. little preces of colored
and marbles. and real bones found from the river. Kyle feels that the most
part of my work ts finding things that already exist in our world and figuring
manipulate : and transform
‘ansfo
them
=
into ora
art
Stephanie Giles may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Julie Kelly and Patrick Boland examine the “x-ray technique” of artist Michael O'Neill.
“I circled every one | want to see in the paper.” said Boland.‘‘I'm looking for interesting
media and techniques | don't recognize.” - - Catherine Wong
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Recipe & Photo by Jackie Sugihara
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This recipe is a family favorite. It is perfect for a cold night or for anytime you feel like a hot-andhearty meal. You can adjust the spiciness based on your preferences. This curry goes best over your
favorite grain. | recommend brown rice or quinoa. This recipe serves six.
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OCT. 14 - GARAJY
MAHAL
9.30 PM
a
OCT. 18 - OPEN
MIX
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i
OCT.
19 - JACOB
FRED
JAZZ
ODYSSEY,

9.390

lyam

Chop the onion in rounds
and then half the rounds. You
want long thin slices of onion.
Crush and mince the garlic.
Chop the carrots and zucchini
in thin rounds. Peel and mince
the ginger.
Slice the broc-

7 cloves garlic
2 tablespoons minced fresh ginger
S&B Golden Curry (comes in mild
to hot varieties)
2 teaspoons coriander
Pinch of black pepper
Crushed red pepperto taste
14-ounce can coconut milk

MCTUFF

coli through the stalks without

PM

breaking the florets.

i

yam in rounds with

OCT.
20 - RYAN
MONTBLEAVU
BAND,
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SPOONER
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2 tablespoons cooking oil

Slice the

2 cups water

|

Break up the curry as much as
possible.

|

eranr
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to eat. Serve hot over your fa-

}

|

the skin on.

li

Turn up the heat, and
when the pot simmers, add
the curry. Stir gently but well
enough to make sure that no
clumps of curry remain. The
curry should be thick and
saucy. Once the curry is dissolved completely, it is ready

;
\

‘

|

Baan
In a large pot, heat the oil and add the onions. Stir and let cook for two minutes then add the yams. Cook on
medium-low until almost soft. Add the ginger and garlic and cook until the garlic smells strong. Add the broccoli and cook for two minutes. Add the zucchini and carrot and cook until the zucchini seeds are slightly visible
(about two or three minutes). Add the coriander, black pepper, and red pepper. The more red pepper you add, the
spicier the curry will be. Gently stir the mixture without breaking the vegetables.

NA

CHUVA

Add the coconut milk and water.

Wine:
We recommend pairing this with some hot sake.
The Co-op and Wildberries both carry different varieties (and prices) of sake.

oe
CHECK WWW.HUMBOLDTBREWS.COMFORLATEST
MUSICINFO

f

vorite grain.

Step 2:

" OCT. 23 - MIRACLE
9.30 PM
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Create your Curry
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1 white onion
1 zucchini

Prepare your ingreOCT.

contacted hirsbolanedG
at thejack
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OCTOBER 19, 2010
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ROLLIN’ RICH, ROLLIN RICHMOND

EDITORIAL

Rollin Richmond’s salary is the fifth largest of any CSU president. He oversees the
fourth fewest students. He makes $352,919.52 per year for heading a university with

deserves his salary because of the time he spends with students and in the classroom.
Students, have you ever seen Rollin Richmond? Has he ever taught your class? Has

7,954 students.

he ever spoken to you personally? If so, we would like to invite you onto our staff
because he last spoke to one of our student journalists in April.

The $44.37 he receives for every student is the fourth highest per-student wage
among CSU presidents, according to an article in the Orange County Register, “Cal
State presidents: Small campuses, big bucks.”

If the time he spends with students is the justification for Richmond’s wages, then

each student at this university deserves $44 of his time. The average hourly wage for
The president of Cal State Fullerton, Milton Gordon, earns about $8 per student, but

he manages more than four times as many students as Richmond. His annual salary is

$50,000

a worker in California is $15.14, which means that Richmond owns each and every

student on this campus three hours of face time.

less than our president’s. So, what makes Richmond so special?
So, make

In the article, University Spokesman Paul Mann says that President Richmond

GUEST COLUMN

an appointment.

Demand

your time. Here is his phone

number: (707) 826-3311.

NO NEWS. GOOD NEWS

| woke up the morning of Oct. 7 with a sick and twisted
feeling in the pit of my stomach. I'd been waiting months
for this day, and finally, it was here — the first day of the first
decade of the war in Afghanistan. My homework was cast
aside as | spent the morning preparing to speak on the quad
during our “free speech hour” about the continuing horrors
happening every day, not only overseas but also here at home.
The speaking didn’t happen because as it turns out, “free
speech hour” requires a $100 deposit.
These are the facts | dug up.
Four soldiers had killed themselves over the weekend, all
of them stationed at Fort Hood, a base that has notoriously
become a death camp over the past decade. All of the men
shot themselves between Friday and Sunday. One killed his
wife before turning the gun on himself.
These suicides are a result of multiple deployments and
systematic disregard for the human right to heal after the
traumas of war. One hundred and sixty-three active-duty
soldiers died this way last year. This figure does not include
veterans or those who have been discharged from service.
Thousands of people have been denied the medical
and mental health care they were promised during their
recruitment, and the results have been absolutely devastating
for soldiers and their families. Forty-one percent of US
servicewomen have been sexually assaulted. Growing numbers
of military families experience some kind of domestic
violence. Thirteen hundred service(wo)men have been killed.
Tens of thousands of Afghan people are dead. Good hearted

and well intentioned people have “voluntarily” been turned
into monsters by the war machine, and things are only getting

be close to the staggering figure of $708 billion, the 2010
budget for the Department of Defense. With a few simple
calculations, it’s easy to see why our schools are experiencing
crippling budget cuts and why our entire nation is in a state of
“economic crisis.’ Thus, the government of the United States
of America chokes off funding for schools and funnels our
young people into the military with promises of high pay, early
retirement, medical benefits, and the only steadily expanding
job market in today’s economy.

worse.
| grew up in a small, rural town where many of the kids came
from trailer parks or public housing to a school that operated
on the basis of meeting the minimum education requirements,
not the fostering of creative and critical thinking. Dropout
rates were high, and recruiters frequented maybe once a
month. The entire student body was forced to take the ASVAB
(military proficiency test) in the | Ith grade. The kids | went
to school with were raised with racism, guns, and patriotic
ideals. Many of them have ended up in the various branches
of the military. | ran away to a liberal hippie town in northern
California, thinking | could escape this.

But, listen up kids — don’t believe the lies recruiters tell
you. The costs of college are insane and job prospects are
dwindling.
They will try to use these facts to persuade you, but
in truth, the GI Bill will leave you with $9,600 to cover four
years of college, if you make it out alive. So, consider: how
much are you paying for one semester here at Humboldt, and
how much is your life worth?

| recently asked our student body president, Iban Rodriguez,
some questions about the banning of military recruiting on
campus. He did the groundwork and came back with bad
news. As it turns out, because of resistance to the draft in the
‘60s, a law was passed protecting the government's right to
recruit.
We are not allowed to ban recruiters from campuses
because we receive a certain amount of federal funding. | am
reminded of IMF loans forced upon countries with ridiculous
stipulations for receiving this “aid” money. Among other
things, | can personally say to the military that | don’t want
their blood money for my education, and | do not want them
on my campus.

| am writing because on its tragic anniversary, there was
virtually no coverage of the war by the Lumberjack save for
one line in “State of Rebellion.” The Times-Standard followed
suit. Perpetual war is the biggest global issue affecting our
generation and our lives, so one last question: where's the real
news LJ??

Elise Gerhart

Senior English major

The fiscal year of 2010 budget for the Department of
Education is $46.7 billion. Multiply that by 15 and you'll

Opinions expressed in Lumberjack editorials are determined by a majority of the Lumberjack editorial board. They do not necessarily express the opinions of the
university, the Associated Students or the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications.
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Opinion

NEVER AGAIN

taxes marijuana, but the implications of Proposition 19, the state’s
controversial marijuana measure, pale in comparison to the Majority
Vote Budget Initiative.
Known as Proposition 25, the Majority Vote Budget Initiative
attempts to lower the two-thirds vote requirement it takes to
pass state budgets and raise state revenue to a simple majority.
The
Initiative also punishes legislators when they fail to submit a budget to
the Governor by the yearly June 15 deadline. Under the act, legislators

" lose salaries and expenses for every day past the deadline they fail to
submit a budget.
The Initiative’s writers argue that over 20 years passed since California lawmakers submitted
a budget on time. This deprives individuals and families of essential governmental services and
subjects businesses to delays in payments for services rendered to the state, they argue.
The two-thirds requirement bogs our system down and creates minority rule as well, which

defeats the purpose of democracy and forces many to submit to the demands of a few. Since
voters created a party majority in Sacramento, don’t they want it to govern?
As it is, the
majority of our State Legislature must cater to the minority’s demands to get anything done,

and when that happens, it takes 100 days to pass a budget that solves nothing and leaves
Californians perplexed.
No way Gov. Schwarzenegger presents his attack on social programs disguised as a budget

proposal earlier this year if Proposition 25 sits on the books.Under the Initiative, the minority
needs to craft proposals that make sense if it wants a say. Since voters elected a Democratladen Legislature, those proposals better thoroughly explain, in detail, every cent the minority

wants to cut from California's limited supply of social programs.
Although Proposition 25 deals with partisan issues, one problem the Initiative solves is
beneficial to all. lt promises to save time and make the government much more efficient.

City governments understand this and try to plan for it. The three-month wait for a state
budget handcuffed city governments because they understood the inevitability of a shakedown
but didn’t know when or where the state planned to strike.

“It’s so late in the game,” said Tyson. “‘Much of the money the government would go after is
already spent on programs.
The concern now is that the state goes after our road money.’
Efficiency trickles down to the lowest levels of government, and no one can afford inefficiency
with our economy in such dire straits.All forms of government under the state’s umbrella
require ample opportunity to shape their respective budgets. Tardy budgets do not provide
those opportunities.
Opponents argue that Proposition 25 makes it easier to raise taxes. That may be true if you
consider fees — like the fees you pay at the DMV — as taxes. Otherwise, the Initiative demands
the two-thirds vote requirement remain the same when it comes to raising taxes.
Even if it did make it easier to raise taxes, would that be such a bad thing?
Kathy Lee, an HSU political science lecturer, said, ‘People have been told they can get
something for nothing for too long. But, there’s no such thing as a free lunch.
We need taxes.”
Voters need to wake up and make better decisions, said Lee, who admits most voters remain
uninformed and confused despite the proliferation of media. The way people think of taxes is
bizarre: one of the major holdups with the budget came when people referred to suspended
corporate tax breaks as an attempt to raise taxes, said Lee. “California needs to spread a unified
message that taxes are not bad.”
When people see suspended tax breaks as tax hikes, it’s clear that ignorance reigns supreme,
but that’s another column altogether.
Let Proposition 19, the marijuana measure, get you to the polls. But, while you're there, be
sure to free up our gridlocked Legislature, ensure your elected officials maintain the power you
voted to give them, and do away with Sacramento’s inability to pass a state budget on time. Vote
yes on Proposition 25.

During times of budget crisis, state governments often raid city coffers, said Eureka’s City
manager David Tyson.

Find comprehensive, bias-free information about local, state, and national elections

at Smartvoter.org

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

RESPECT THE SPEAKER
The common space at the base of the clock tower has always been public domain.
Reflecting the usefulness of a town plaza, it is commonly utilized as a space where ideas
are shared, challenged, and discussed.A bit before | p.m.,1 sat down to listen to a Christian
organization explain their understanding of the Bible with the hope that their message

The

opinions expressed

in all columns,

guest columns

and

letters to

the editor do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Lumberjack, its

staff and affiliates, as well as the University as a whole.

Submission Poli

submissions tg; O imo |e
umberjack.opinion
b
gmail.com

| understand the resentment held against the Christian
of the Bible have been used to enforce unjust policy and
the more radical. Whether your resentment is historical
or more current (the passing of Proposition 8), | still ask
one of a community. Heckling, yelling, and even throwing

Church; ! acknowledge that the words
plant the seed of judgment in some of
(the bloody holy war of the Crusaders)
you to respect our public space as
a bible to the ground simply serves

Church or its followers, a policy of respect goes much further than scornful rejection.

Nicholas Preciado at

Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject line for e-mail submissions.
Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.
All letters and columns may be edited for grammar and spelling.
We reserve the right to edit profanity and obscenity and may hold
content for any reason.
New contributors may be given preference over return contributors.
Please include your name, telephone number, city

relevant campus or community organizations.

of residence, and affiliation

HSU students should provide their major and class standing.
We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and other items.
All submissions must be received by 4:00 p.m.
bacation,
,
Pare

| am not condemning opposition. In fact, | welcome it as a vital, healthy aspect of a functioning
democracy and as a form of gaining of knowledge. However, there are better ways to do so.
Question institutionalized paradigms but do so with a logical progression of thought. Oppose

the mainstream but be intelligent and hold productive debates. Disagreement is an enemy to

apathy but should be defended clearly. If you choose to act otherwise, even if your cause or
question is legitimate, your words will fall on deaf ears.

Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.

with

would be heard and bring spectators closer to their god. The purpose of this piece is not to
refute or validate the existence of an almighty ruler. Rather, it is a discouraging observation
concerning the closed-minded hate displayed toward the four well intentioned men who held
the microphone.

to insult. It is not a productive or decent way to treat someone with opposing views. The Bible
got one thing right when it preached forgiveness. Regardless of the qualms you hold against the
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Defend your opinion respectfully and a more important conversation can be had. Be respectful

and more understanding community will be fostered.

Alexandra McGee, 21, anthropology major
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points can not be missed. Thank

Tony Verna for instant replay.
Communications
senior
Adrian Brown arrives at the
pizzeria around
10 a.m. every Sunday to get his dose of
football,

pizza,

and

beer.

Even

though he quit football when he
started college, Brown hasn't
lost his love for watching the
game.

Brown admits he is a sore loser, even when it comes to compe-

tition he is not directly involved
in, like a Broncos game. He’s not

the
the
the
ball

one on the field who fumbled
ball. He’s not the one who let
opposing team recover the
for a touchdown. He’s just

the one at Big Pete’s, yelling at
the television screen, calling the
fumbler a “dumb-ass.”
This is a recurring..theme
throughout
all
sports.
From
Nascar to soccer, sports fans do

A
f= wos

Png
Ce

bs

tou

not

like

watching

their

teams

lose.
Psychology professor Gregg
Gold said there are positive and
negative aspects to sports fandom. He said people see themselves not only as individuals
but also as the groups they identify with and find important.
“It’s just like family,” said Gold.
“When you see someone in your
family fail and feel bad about it,
you do, too.”

they

have

no

other

the problem
fans is that
outlets

with

which to identify. Gold said this
is where negative effects take
place, like depression, which can
lead to violence.
For over 100 years, sports
fans have caused riots based on
how games played out. In 1879,
a riot broke out in Australia over
a cricket match. One close call
by the referee and thousands of
people swarmed the field in a
violent rage.
From

1997

to

2003,

Philadelphia Veterans Stadium
housed a courtroom and jail
after
numerous
Philadelphia
Eagles fans committed. acts of
drunken violence. Judge Seamus
McCaffrey tired fans and sentenced them to spend the rest of
the game in a jail cell. Some received fines up to $400, and others had to give up their season
tickets. This court system was
only used during Eagles football
games. Finally, after the new stadium opened in 2003, the number
of guards and cameras increased,

strengthening security. The court
system vanished.
Gold said sports are a good
way for people to relate to each
other and to form a common base
of communication and friendship. But, when fun becomes obsession, it takes a negative turn,
Some parents have trouble
keeping their aggression

HSU Student ID gets
10% off

J

Guest Writer

Gold believes
rabid sports

Eryry

ao |

A look into the emotional world of sports fandom.

with
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The aroma of fresh-baked
pizza and old beer flows through
the air with echoes of “What the
fuck?” and “Ah, come on.” It’s
Sunday, a football fan’s favorite day. Big Pete’s Pizza doesn’t
have an empty seat in the house.
Heads shift from left to right.
Seven muted televisions play
seven different games. Pivotal
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in when

watching their sons or daughters
play peewee sports. Gold said
this happens when parents want
something they can’t have for
themselves. They live vicariously through their kids, but logical
boundaries get crossed.

do

Then anger kicks in. Not only
their kids lose, the parents

lose, too.

Gold said the best way to get
rid of these negative feelings is
to find: other outlets of enjoyment. Distraught fans can take
up reading or writing or maybe
even rooting for a different team.
Chessalynn DePerro is new

|

Fine Chinese Cuisine on

G)

the Plaza...

>al

761 8th St.
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On the Arcata Plaza
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Call for to-go orders
or reservations
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PL. HZA
CHINESE
RESTAURANT

822-6105
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Mondays

peo

to the sports world and prefers to

watch hockey. “Honestly nobody
is always happy,” said DePerro.
“So, why not get aggression
out in a game rather than on the

2?

streets where worse can happen?
Then, there is trash talking.

DePerro and Brown enjoy this
aspect of sports fandom. Both
said it’s all part of the fun when
watching sports. Gold said this is
one of the main elements in communication to make people feel
better about themselves and their
teams.
Gold said the circumstances

in which

people

communicate

say a lot about them.

“It’s just

words,” he said. “But, we.create

civilizations with these words
by putting them in a certain context.
Normally, sarcasm is used
to hurt, as a form of bullying or
demeaning someone. When it
comes to sports, Gold said most
people form friendships through
this type of communication, especially males.
So, whenever the desire to
trash talk and form bonds arises,
spend time at a sports bar or restaurant.

Just remember

Brown’s

advice, “If you go to a game,
you might as well go in thinking
you're going to win.”

Saturday
Sunday

ANNCUAL

FACTORY

SECONDS
Oct.16
Oct.17

7am
9am

- 6pm
- 3pm

Arcata Community Center
321 Community Parkway
(across from HealthSPORT)
From Hwy.

101 exit at Samoa

Blud., drive

east toward Sunny Brae. At first traffic
circle follow Cnion Street, then take the

first left to 321 Community Parkway.
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Nichole Parada
Photos and Story
It was a split Sunday for the
Humboldt State men’s and women’s
soccer teams in their games against
CSU. The women’s team earned a
2-0 victory, while the men’s team
settled for a hard loss of 1-2.
The women’s first goal came
when sophomore midfielder Carly
Kolpin booted a long ball down the
field to senior forward Arielle Kem
who scored to give the Jacks a 1-0
lead with a minute left in the first half.
In the second half, the Wildcats could
not stop freshman midfielder Talya
Crosby, number 18, from scoring her
first career goal to give the Jacks a 2-0
lead (LEFT).

In the men’s game, Chico scored
12 minutes into the first half. Later in
the first half, with the seconds ticking away, senior Jacks defender Tim
Haden pushed forward and launched
the ball to the back of the net to tie
the score 1-1. Throughout the second
half, senior midfielder Josh Suggs,
number 6, had 10 opportunities to put
the Jacks in the lead (RIGHT). The
Wildcats second goal came from a
header that deflected off the goal post

and drifted to the back of the net.
Nichole Parada may

be contacted
FS

at thejack@humboldt.edu

_—
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For Jacks soccer video and a full photo slideshow, visit www.thejackonline.org
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is the elections of new Board Members.

DON’T FORGET TO VOTE
View candidate statements and
download ballots online at
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northcoastco-op.com or at Customer Service. EUREKA
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Grant

Scott-Goforth

There are many reasons to ride your bike: it is great exercise, good for
the earth, free, and fun. Autumn is the best season to ride your bike around
Humboldt County. As always, be careful, wear a helmet, obey traffic laws,

and be respectful to your fellow road-users. Here are a few intermediate
rides to get you exploring:

Street Riding:

:

For everyday riding, use D Street to

[ZAMeyIcmwaieam enya

bike around. Except for crossing streets,
it is a low-traffic road with quick access
to the bike path to Sunny Brae. You can
take 7th or 11th Street into downtown,
and it connects on the north side to L.K.
Wood Bvd.

ee

[imeXeelaalantoatelarenm olelar-lay
kind of bike can help
| you get around town, as
long as you don’t mind
walking your fixie uphill.
Difficulty: Easy.

Sate

Suitable for road, mountain
or cruising bikes, low

gears are recommended.
Difficulty: Easy or
intermediate depending on
how far you choose to ride.
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See BIKE TRAILS
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Larsen Park
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Bottom

roads

are flat,

except for one hill climb
into McKinleyville. Suitable
for any kind of bike
Difficulty: Easy.

Dnt

;
Taert>
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oe

Another scenic road ride takes
you out on Mad River Road into the
Arcata Bottom. Cross over the Mad
River and ride into McKinleyville
on the Hammond Trail. Hammond
is a wide, paved trail that is only
open to foot and bike traffic. There
are great places to stop and look
out over the Pacific Ocean. The
Hammond Trail can take you as
far as Clam Beach (though there is
a section of gravel at the freeway
overlook) with gorgeous views
along the way. It is mostly a flat,
smooth ride.

Center

*

can be hectic at times, so be cautious. It is not a strenuous ride, but a bike
with gears is recommended for some hilly sections.

Bottoms/Hammond:

Shogveng

;

for some carbo-loading. West End Road is narrow and windy, and traffic

3

pry imeD

West End Road connects Arcata to Blue Lake across Mad River from
Highway 299. It is a smooth, paved road with rolling hills and beautiful
rural scenery. There is a friendly burro about five miles in, and it is common to see deer, hawks, and other wildlife. There are many places to stop
along West End Road. River access at the first pump station is a four-mile
ride from the University.
If you are destination-driven, you can ride to Blue Lake, go right on
Hatchery Road, and catch some sun at the fish hatchery (20 miles roundtrip). It is a great picnic spot with swimming in the summer. Or, you can
go left on Hatchery Road and visit the Mad River Brewing Co. taproom

7 OS

aca
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ISS.

West End Road:

<> Map Illustrations by Adrian W. Emery
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The Ossagon trail is a 20-mile loop that mixes redwood forest views, a
twisting single track, creek crossings, and beachfront views. It starts at the
Prairie Creek visitor center (a 45-minute drive north of Arcata) and heads

Trailer Park Mondays

Two For Tuesday

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

8am to 2pm

Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,

Buy any breakfast or lunch entree

Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill
Pickles, Bud in the Can, Jello

and get one ha If price.
5pm to 9 pm

Shots, Oly Specials

Buy any lunch or di

entree

Mai Tais
SIINTOVS
tt eee

io

a

Bug Girl
(female-fronted

ee

Blame it on the Girl
(female-fronted
nave from

new

Seattle

a

the length of the loop

relatively flat, simple ride, though

makes

it requires a mountain

it intermediate.

bike and a

Grant Scott-Goforth may be contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu

Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian,

ail

Saturday.

forests. The trail takes you past the
entrance of Fern Canyon and offers
views of the Pacific Ocean. It is a

Nut Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu,

cents of Irish Whiskeys

October 16
from Australia

bike with low gears.
Difficulty: There's not
much elevation gain but

good portion of the day.

Poke, Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia

Irish Flag Shots, Guiness, 50

Y

north on Newton B. Drury Parkway
for about six miles before ducking
west into the majestic Prairie Creek

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi

Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries,

yaa ET

The Ossagon trail
requires a mountain

Ono Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chops,

ake

nner

and get one half price.

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Alibi

Redwood

Ossagon Trail:

www.thealibi.com

@ The

Difficulty:
Intermediate
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The community forest |
requires a mountain bike
with low gears, as there
are some steep sections.
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Let the Lumberjack showcase your
opinion.

Send letters to the editor to

lumberjack. opinion@gmail.com
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The community forest has a network of dirt roads and trails. Trail six
is a fun, intermediate ride that connects trails eight and 11. It offers a mix
of single track and dirt road with some switchbacks to challenge you. A
picturesque wooden bridge crosses Janes Creek. A quick loop from the
Granite Avenue forest entrance is about three miles and features a few
steep sections. It is not hard to add some distance to your ride with the trail
options the community forest offers.
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WANT TO LEARN TO

BLOW
GLASS?
It’s not as hard as you might think
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LESSONS

AVAILABLE!

Glass Gifts Under $20!
GLASS
TS

HOUSE

Glasshouse has everything you need to learn:

Glass - Torches - Tools - Kilns
Eye Wear - Books - DVD’s
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1264 Guintoli
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We Now Repair Broken Glass

Suite B Arcata

(70) 822-1374

*ROOR
*PURE
*PHX
*BROKEN
GLASS-ON-GLASS

Located in North
Arcata, next to the
Country Store on
Giuntoli Lane
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Dead Celebrities
Ball
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Arcata Theater
Lounge

Brides of Dracula
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Ferndale Repertory
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Thursday, October 21 // 5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Harry Griffith Hall, Room 117

AS Presents
Homecoming /

Daedelus, Gaslamp
Killer, 12th Planet

Blind Pilot
10 pm

Family Weekend

& Teebs

Jambalaya
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Arcata Theater
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For more information: (707) 826-5108
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BOOKS
TIN CAN

MAILMAN

BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or
trade credit. Huge selection,

;

open daily. Corner of |0th

& H Arcata

RENTALS

PROPERTY

ROGERSRENTALS.
COM
Studio for Rent in Glendale
toward Blue Lake Rent
$600 Includes utilities.-

RogerRentals.com

TRINIDAD:
AFFORDABLE
BEACH PROPERTY A
STUDENT CAN OWN:

OCTOBER 14, 2010
THEJACKONLINE.ORG
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Welcome Back HSU Students!
Jason T. Stuan, D.D.S.
Russell L. Davis, D.D.S.

| Bdr., | Ba, 1997 Terry Trailer,

12 x 39 (2 pop outs) with deck,
partially furnished, located
in the Midway Park (many
amenities). Beach and state park
within walking distance too. Pd.
$21,500.00 just one year ago,
made improvements and are
selling for $14,900.00 OBO.
Due to family emergency we
must sell quickly, so our loss,

WENNERHOLM CHIROPRACTIC
OMG CAVA a ln aD
WORK INJURIES * AUTO ACCIDENTS
LOWER BACK PAIN * HEADACHES
MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED

10% Off Cash Price For Students

your gain.

Now WITH SATURDAY HOURS.
9A.M. TO NOON

Price more negotiable if cash
offer. Seller will carry with
$6,000 down, balance at 5%
int. Park rent includes utilities
/ cable at approx. $375. mo. so total ownership including
loan pymt. = approx. $600.00
per month. Tell your parents...
why pay first, last and deposit
and then high rent just to go
to school? Why not own and
pay less! Nice, neat, clean, ready.
Call today to see: |-888-4444421 or 530-949-8559.

Now ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS

We Can Help You
Dr. Bill Wennerholm, D.C.
1225 Central Avenue #2

SRG

McKinleyville (707)-839-4344

MARK
WHEETLEY
www.markwheetley.com
Live, learn and work with a community overseas.

Be a Volunteer.
Info Session at HSU

Thursday, Nov. 18, 6:30PM
Siemens Hall Room

20% Student Discount for Initial Exam and X-Rays

950 I Street. Arcata, CA 95521 822-0525

COLLEGE STUDENT!

«BBN vor yan
CITY
COUNCIL
‘

Prevententive and Restorative Care

128

Get a“B” (or higher grade)
in every course! College
professor reveals amazing
techniques, guaranteed
to work! For instant details,

ALBERTO TAYLOR

| D.D.S.

791 BAYSIDE ROAD. SUITE 2 | ARCATA. CALIFORNIA 95521
T.. 822.4826 | Fax 822.7467

EMERGENCY
VISIT OUR

APPOINTMENTS

AVAILABLE

WEBSITE AT WWW.ALBERTOTAYLORDDS.COM

email: j@podlife.org

ANCIENT ARTS
TATIOOING
& PIERCING
1065 K STREET ==>9
m= ARCATA, CALIF.

Wwww.peacecorps.gov

| Any piercing
|
now only

800-424-8580

(re) ELECT

Alex Stillman

isch

Arcata
City e Council
oli Whas’
Yor
*Lobbied success
to scale
Highway 101 plans down
from 8 lanes to 4 lanes
* Helped create Arcata Marsh
and Wildlife Sanctuary
* Fought the State so Arcata
could develop its world-class
green sewage plant
* Worked to establish Arcata
(A&MRTS) Bus system
* Helped forge the Arcata
Economic Development
Corporation for home and
small business loans

a

* Ensure safe and well
kept public streets,
parks, and trails.
* Establish more partnerships with HSU for new
innovative research and

FRIENDLY.
ARTIST
OWNED
& OPERATED.
707-825-TAT2
ANCIENT ARTSARCATA.COM
D (& LIK

US ON FACEBOOK!

pilot projects

* Create affordable
housing, practical for
students
* Encourage energy
conservation through
community education
ex now...even wiser!
P.O. Box

Paid Political Advertisement, Friends of Afex Stillman
1194 Arcata CA 95518, 476-0674 James A Hunter, treasurer
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AND THE STONE FOXES

UR

NT CS00 MORE WC

Dilated
Peoples

panel p mn i) ME
PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS
FOR. WINTER.
WITH GLOVES,

doa hsiarniel

Sun-Thurs: noon - 11pm
Fri-Sat: noon - lam

COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
[INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J). ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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